Proposed CU Building Will Have Multi-Purposes

Salinger To Speak Here Tuesday; Press Association Sponsors Talk

Two hundred and fifty people will be seated Tuesday at 8:30 at the Railway Room in the Hotel Monterey for a luncheon address by Pierre Salinger.

The former U.S. congressional representative will speak on the topic, "The American political scene today: what we can do about it." The luncheon is sponsored by the Press Association, and is expected to be attended by students, faculty members and the community.

Salinger, who is currently interested in running for the U.S. Senate in California, has been associated with U.S. politics for many years. He was a member of the House of Representatives from 1956 to 1965, and served as Majority Leader of the Democratic Caucus from 1961 to 1963.

In his address, Salinger is expected to discuss the current political climate in the United States, and the role that citizen involvement plays in shaping public policy. He will also touch on the importance of maintaining a strong and effective political system.

The luncheon is open to the public, and reservations can be made by contacting the Press Association at (805) 464-4444.

Cal Poly Students Win Regional AIAA Award

The Cal Poly Student Chapter of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) recently won a regional competition at the AIAA Western Fall Meeting.

The Cal Poly team was led by Senior Aerospace Engineering major Peter T. Fagerlin, who has also been recognized as a member of the AIAA Student Branch for his outstanding contributions to the chapter.

The regional competition involved the development of a project proposal, which was judged on the basis of technical merit, innovation, and feasibility. The Cal Poly team's proposal focused on the design of a hypersonic vehicle for future space exploration.

In the regional competition, the Cal Poly team was one of several teams from universities across the Western United States. The team's success highlights the strong engineering education and research programs at Cal Poly.

The AIAA competition is open to student chapters across the country, and is a great opportunity for students to showcase their technical abilities and network with other professionals in the industry.

The Cal Poly Student Chapter is excited to continue their participation in AIAA competitions and will work hard to maintain their level of excellence in future competitions.

'Snake in the Grass' Fizzles; Jumps 529 (Picas)

"Little Pica" fizzled in the final round of the Jumps 529 (Picas) competition, held to determine the winner of the 14th Annual Western Region AIAA Student Branch Competition.

The competition, which was held at the Hotel Monterey, featured 14 teams from universities across the Western United States. Each team submitted a proposal for a project, which was judged based on technical merit, innovation, and feasibility.

The Cal Poly team, led by Senior Aerospace Engineering major Peter T. Fagerlin, was one of the teams that participated in the competition. The team's proposal focused on the design of a hypersonic vehicle for future space exploration.

Despite the strong showing by the Cal Poly team, the competition was a tough one, and only one team was able to emerge as the winner. The competition was sponsored by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and was held as part of the AIAA Western Fall Meeting.

The Cal Poly team is excited to continue their participation in AIAA competitions and will work hard to maintain their level of excellence in future competitions.

The AIAA competition is open to student chapters across the country, and is a great opportunity for students to showcase their technical abilities and network with other professionals in the industry.

The Cal Poly Student Chapter is excited to continue their participation in AIAA competitions and will work hard to maintain their level of excellence in future competitions.
Junior Is Patenting Automatic Sprinkler

George Radthegasser on Elec.
trical Engineering major, built his.
project that only will save you time but.
also an automatic sprinkler system.

The little of the project is a box.
which can be described as a small.
high self, and certain thermocouples.

George puts into operation a.
series of little switches which will.
be turned on or off depending on.
whether the area is moist or dry.

George, the captain of Arizona.
State is trying to make big time.
patent, has been collecting significant.
numbers of data over the past few.
months in order to make certain.
that the sprinkler system does not.
fire. After the study, George said.
that "We hope to get enough.
patents as to the extent we will.
be able to sell it, we will sell it.

"It is a very simple system, only.
which is turned on or off depending
on whether the area is moist or dry.

When the weather is above
fifteen or twenty minutes.

In order to make certain.
that the sprinkler system does not.
fire, George has been collecting.
numbers of data over the past few.
months in order to make certain.
that the sprinkler system does not.
fire. After the study, George said.
that "We hope to get enough.
patents as to the extent we will.
be able to sell it, we will sell it."
Bio Senior Tells Tale

Tuylo Pimentel talks to the audience about the effect of stress on animals, a topic of his research. The talk was an interesting and informative session which highlighted the importance of understanding animal behavior under stress conditions.

Student Makes Pleas

For Lost Books

Rattles Will Appear

On Television Show

Two students made pleas for lost books to appear on a television show. The plea was made during the weekly meeting of the library committee.

Ritz Motor Motel

TV and Telephones In All Units.

Year-Round Heated Pool

"Families and Friends of Poly Graduates Welcome"

N. L. Dough Sigs.

Phone 543-5800

2121 Monterey S.L.O.

Cal Poly Bulletin Board

These Businesses Know How to Meet Cal Poly's Service Needs!

Alignment

Radermacher Bros.

Brakes

Wheel Alignment - Wheel Balancing - Tune Up

Graham's

Art Supplies

Grand Opening

G. M. Graham

Owner

Phone U. 3-683

Chevrolet

Sales & Service

Your Chevrolet deserves the best! To meet our standards, you've come to the right place for all your Chevrolet service needs. Experience the unmatched quality and reliability of Chevrolet service.

Fry's and Sleepy's

The Best Choice in Mattresses

Pocket-sprung and Innerspring

Value for Your Money

Cramer's House Specials

Specializing in Cabbage

Our Prices Will Please You

Florig's

Plants for All Occasions

EL CORRAL

YOUR HEADQUARTERS

For GRADUATION GIFTS

Cal Poly Jewelry

Slide Rules

Pen & Pencil Sets

Large Selection of

New and Unusual

Gifts

EL CORRAL

YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
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The Student Union presented a...
Weight Aids Alumni In Tomorrow's Game

A little goes a long way and even the smallest details have made a big difference in the lives of the alumni. With the natural weight advantage which comes from sitting on a chair, the alumni are sure to have a big edge on the field.

John Brennan, almost instant novitiate, is "ministering forward to the good work." He has been a great asset to the team and has helped the generals win the game.

The Mustangs were thrilled with their victory today. The 4-2A Coast League early Monday morning in the opening round of the playoffs. The Mustangs have never won a title this far, and it will be a win for their first time in the regional playoffs.

The Mustangs are back to the tournament tomorrow at 2:30 after playing the Fighters the night before. The Mustangs will be looking forward to their second chance at the state championship.

The Mustangs have been on the losing end of this season, but they have been playing well. The Mustangs have a chance to win the state championship this year.

Cowboys Face Second; Enter June Finals

The Cowboys will have the opportunity to face the Mustangs in the opening round of the playoffs. The Mustangs have never won a title this far, and it will be a win for their first time in the regional playoffs.

Bob Johnson, Roger Kelley, Dave Brown (E), Carl Bowser (FB), Bruce Butterfield (94), John Madden will once again take the field tomorrow afternoon at 2:30. The Mustangs will be looking forward to their second chance at the state championship.

Ex-Pro Basketball Player Recalls Many Hardships

By BILL RICE

If you want the name "Gin, Sazerac," at least you have a plan to get there. The gin has been described as the "king of all drinks."

A recent study has shown that gin is the most popular drink in the United States. It is a very high percentage of all alcoholic drinks sold.

Lee enjoyed this kind of life with the A's and the Dodgers. He played 22 seasons in the majors, and four in the minors. Lee also was active in other sports.

4 Alums Sign Pro Contracts

In JOHN BERLINA

Four Cal Poly football players were among the men who signed pro contracts with three different teams. The four men who signed contracts with the teams were chosen over Humboldt State as the best players in the college.

Cowboys Take Second; Enter June Finals

With the Mustangs' victory today, the Cowboys will have the opportunity to face the Mustangs in the opening round of the playoffs. The Mustangs have never won a title this far, and it will be a win for their first time in the regional playoffs.
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